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ABSTRACT
In aspect-based sentiment analysis, tasks are diverse and consist of
aspect term extraction, aspect categorization, opinion term extraction,
VHQWLPHQW SRODULW\ FODVVL¿FDWLRQ DQG UHODWLRQ H[WUDFWLRQV RI DVSHFW
and opinion terms. These tasks are generally carried out sequentially
XVLQJ PRUH WKDQ RQH PRGHO +RZHYHU WKLV DSSURDFK LV LQHI¿FLHQW
and likely to reduce the model’s performance due to cumulative
errors in previous processes. The co-extraction approach with Dual
crOss-sharEd RNN (DOER) and span-based multitask acquired
better performance than the pipelined approaches in English review
data. Therefore, this research focuses on adapting the co-extraction
approach where the extraction of aspect terms, opinion terms, and
sentiment polarity are conducted simultaneously from review texts.
The co-extraction approach was adapted by modifying the original
frameworks to perform unhandled subtask to get the opinion triplet.
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)XUWKHUPRUHWKHRXWSXWOD\HURQWKHVHIUDPHZRUNVZDVPRGL¿HGDQG
trained using a collection of Indonesian-language hotel reviews. The
adaptation was conducted by testing the output layer topology for
aspect and opinion term extraction as well as variations in the type of
recurrent neural network cells and model hyperparameters used, and
then analysing the results to obtain a conclusion. The two proposed
frameworks were able to carry out opinion triplet extraction and
achieve decent performance. The DOER framework achieves better
performance than the baselines on aspect and opinion term extraction
tasks.
.H\ZRUGV Aspect-based sentiment analysis, opinion triplet,
co-extraction, Dual crOss-sharEd RNN, span-based multitask.

INTRODUCTION
Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) analyses review texts for
VSHFL¿FRSLQLRQWDUJHWVWRREWDLQPHDQLQJIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ,WFRQVLVWV
of at least 5 subtasks, namely aspect expression extraction, aspect
categorization, sentiment expression extraction, sentiment polarity
FODVVL¿FDWLRQ DQG WKH H[WUDFWLRQ RI DVSHFW UHODWLRQV DQG VHQWLPHQW
expression (Pontiki et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018). SemEval-2016
categorized 2 of the approaches, aspect term extraction, and sentiment
SRODULW\FODVVL¿FDWLRQDV7DVN6XEWDVN 3RQWLNLHWDO $VSHFW
expression extraction is used to obtain the attributes (or aspects)
in an opinion. For example, in the following laptop review text, “I
like the keyboard and the monitor, but the price is too expensive.”
The extracted terms are keyboards, monitors, and prices, in addition
VHQWLPHQW SRODULW\ FODVVL¿FDWLRQ ZDV DOVR GHWHUPLQHG +X  /LX
2004). It was positive for the keyboard and monitor and negative for
the price.
Generally, aspect term extraction that is a sequence labelling task,
DQG VHQWLPHQW FODVVL¿FDWLRQ WKDW LV D FODVVL¿FDWLRQ WDVN DUH FDUULHG
out separately, one-by-one (pipelined). The problem arises from
WKH LQHI¿FLHQW VHSDUDWLRQ RI WKHVH  PHWKRGV EHFDXVH WKHUH DUH WZR
model constructed, therefore, the error in the previous stage is carried
over to the next process (Luo et al., 2020). Several research, such as
Luo et al. (2019), and Zhao et al. (2020), proposed a framework that
can be improved to solve the numerous issues associated with these
sub-tasks and able to perform opinion triplet extraction.
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This research focuses on modifying the Dual Cross-Shared RNN
(DOER) (Luo et al., 2019) and SpanMLT architectural models (Zhao
et al., 2020) to carry out aspect plus opinion terms extractions and
VHQWLPHQWSRODULW\FODVVL¿FDWLRQ. Its performance was further compared
to baseline models designed by Fernando et al. (2019) and Azhar et al.
(2019). A collection of Indonesian hotel review texts on AiryRooms
was used as case research because it contributed to creating an endto-end ABSA framework. This simultaneously performs aspect term
H[WUDFWLRQ VHQWLPHQW WHUP H[WUDFWLRQ DQG SRODULW\ FODVVL¿FDWLRQV
HQDEOLQJ¿QHJUDLQHGLQIRUPDWLRQWREHH[WUDFWHGZLWKRXWFXPXODWLYH
errors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
the related works in ASBA on Indonesian language and co-extraction
method for ASBA, Section 3 describe the detailed method of the
experiment, section 4 discusses the result of experiment and section 5
discuss the conclusion and future works of the study.

RELATED WORKS
Aspect-based sentiment analysis research on Indonesian language
review texts on AiryRooms was carried out by Azhar et al. (2019) and
Fernando et al. (2019) and is focused on completing either 1 or 2 tasks.
Research by Azhar et al. (2019) was based on the multi-label aspect
FDWHJRUL]DWLRQDQGVHQWLPHQWFODVVL¿FDWLRQ0HDQZKLOH)HUQDQGRHW
al. (2019) analyzed the extraction of aspect and opinion terms. Azhar et
al. (2019) further adapted the Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) technique designed by Ren
et al. (2017) IRU DVSHFW FDWHJRUL]DWLRQ DQG VHQWLPHQW FODVVL¿FDWLRQ
with reference to the research carried out by Chen et al. (2017). The
research was able to resolve the multi-label categorization problem
ZLWKVHOHFWHGDVSHFWFDWHJRULHVXVLQJWKHFODVVL¿HUFKDLQPHWKRG
The mean F1-macro, F1-micro, and hamming loss scores obtained for
the aspect categorization tasks are 0.93, 0.93, and 0.02, respectively.
7KH DYHUDJH )PHDVXUH YDOXH IRU WKH VHQWLPHQW FODVVL¿FDWLRQ
and the combined test is 0.97 and 0.79, respectively (Azhar et al.,
2019). Fernando et al. (2019), focusses on completing aspect and
opinion term extractions by adapting models designed by Xu et al.
(2018), using double embedding as word representation, along with
implementing coupled multi-layer attentions architecture proposed by
257
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Wang et al. (2017). The F1-measure obtained in the work of Fernando
et al. (2019). is 0.91 for the token level and 0.91 for the entity level.
Both of these research uses a pipelined approach and suffer from
cumulative error.
A co-extraction or joint method may help reduce the error, for
example, Luo et al. research (2020) proposed a DOER architecture that
YLHZHGDVSHFWWHUPH[WUDFWLRQVDQGSRODULW\FODVVL¿FDWLRQDVVHTXHQFH
labelling task. Based on the experiments carried out, its performance
is better compared to the previous state-of-the-art model, DE-CNN
(Xu et al., 2018) combined with TNet (Li et al., 2018), reported in 3
datasets, namely laptop SemEval-2014 and restaurant reviews from
SemEval 2014, 2015, 2016 (Pontiki et al., 2016) including English
tweets. The F1-measure is 0.60 and 0.72 for laptop and restaurant
review data, respectively (Luo et al., 2020). These results exceeded the
state-of-the-art pipeline models DE-CNN (Xu et al., 2018) combined
with TNet (Li et al., 2018), of 0.56 and 0.67 for laptop and restaurant
review data, respectively. However, this framework does not handle
the sentiment term extraction task and only predicts aspect-polarity
pairs.
Zhao et al. (2020) proposed another approach that executed several
tasks simultaneously, named the SpanMLT framework. It performed
aspect and opinion term extractions and pair extractions by using
VSDQEDVHG FODVVL¿FDWLRQ UDWKHU WKDQ VHTXHQFH ODEHOOLQJ =KDR HW
al., 2020). The framework achieved state-of-the-art performance for
aspect, and opinion term extractions, including pair extraction for
restaurant and laptop review datasets (Pontiki et al., 2016; Fan et
al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017). The results of the experiment indicated
WKDW WKHLU PRGHO VLJQL¿FDQWO\ RXWSHUIRUPHG DOO FRPSDUHG PHWKRGV
However, the proposed approach did not handle sentiment polarity
FODVVL¿FDWLRQ
Moreover, recent research on NLP also shows that using a pre-trained
language model with architectural transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017)
such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM (Lample and Conneau,
2019) and IndoBERT (Wilie et al., 2020) lead to the realization of
better performances in the downstream tasks. The utilization of these
pre-trained language model can be useful for opinion triplet
extractions.
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METHOD
In this section, two systems based on DOER (Luo et al., 2019), and
SpanMLT frameworks (Zhao et al., 2019), were proposed to carry out
opinion triplet extraction. Each of these is thoroughly explained in the
following sections.
Dataset
The experiment carried out on the dataset obtained from AiryRooms
consists of 5,000 review texts or 78,603 tokens. These were split into
3,000 train data, 1,000 validation data, and 1,000 test data, as shown
in Table 1. Each token in the review was given two labels, namely
term, and polarity. The evaluation method used is F1-score, based
on the exact match of triples contained in the review text, besides
each sentence either contained several aspects and opinion terms, or
none. An aspect is referred to one or more opinion terms, and vice
versa. This needs to be considered in the pairing of these terms. In
addition, several sentences contained opinion terms without explicitly
mentioning their aspects, meanwhile, the average length of reviews
in the dataset was 15.72 words, while only 253 sentences (~ 5%
of the total) had over 40 lengths. Based on this information, it was
concluded that the reviews are usually brief because they are straight
to the point and convey an overall impression of the client’s stay as not
many customers comment on every aspect of the hotel. The dataset is
annotated by 2 annotators and further examined by a reviewer. The
result shows that 123.268 unannotated reviews were used to perform
masked language model post-training for IndoBERT (Xu et al., 2019).
Table 1
Distribution of Labels
Term Label

Number of Data

Polarity Label

Number of Data

B-ASPECT

8,762

POSITIVE

5,607

I-ASPECT

2,871

NEGATIVE

6,026

B-SENTIMENT

12,036

I-SENTIMENT

5,333

OTHER

49,601

Total

78,603

OTHER

66,970

Total

78,603
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IPSURYHG'2(5EDVHG)UDPHZRUN
7KH PRGL¿FDWLRQV PDGH WR WKH RULJLQDO IUDPHZRUN LQFOXGH FKDQJHV
LQ WKH FODVVL¿HU DQG WKH FUHDWLRQ RI DQ DGGLWLRQDO PRGXOH XVHG
to perform relation extraction of aspect and opinion terms. The
proposed system uses a dense softmax activation layer to execute
PXOWLFODVVFODVVL¿FDWLRQZKLFKFDWHJRUL]HVWKHWRNHQDV^$VSHFW
א
Opinion, Other} in IOB notation, rather than only determining the
aspect term (Luo et al., 2019). The additional module adopted for the
relation extraction is a heuristic algorithm that pairs each aspect to
the ‘closest’ opinion terms. For example, in Table 2, the aspect term
‘Kamar’ (room) was paired with the opinion ‘bersih sekali’ (very
clean) because of its close position.
The proposed system is made up of several modules, explained in the
next subsections. An example of the overall process is shown in Table
2, including the input and output of each module. The architectural
design of the proposed system and co-extraction models are shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Table 2
Overall DOER-based System Process
Module
Input
Pre-processing “Kmr brsh sekali. Pelayanan
memuaskan.”
(The room is very clean. The
service is satisfactory)

Output
[‘kamar’, ‘bersih’,
‘sekali’, ‘.’, ‘pelayanan’,
’memuaskan’, ‘.’]
(The room is very clean
with satisfactory service)

Text
[‘kamar’ (room), ‘bersih’ (clean),
Representation ‘sekali’ (very), ‘.’, ‘pelayanan’
(service), ’memuaskan’
(satisfactory), ‘.’]

Word vector
[-3.6405697 … 3.9813783,
0.12211756 … -0.278016, ...,
0.5733097 … 5.7085686]

Model

Word vector
Size: (400, max_sentence_length)
[-3.6405697 … 3.9813783, …
-0.278016, ..., 0.5733097 …
5.7085686]

List of predicted labels
(joint tag):[B-ASPECT,
B-SENTIMENT,
B-SENTIMENT, …]
[PO, O, O, …]

Final Output
Generation

List of predicted labels (joint tag):
[B-ASPECT, B-SENTIMENT,
B-SENTIMENT, …]
[PO, O, O, …]

List of triplets:
[(‘kamar’ (room), ‘bersih
sekali’ (very clean), PO),
(‘pelayanan’ (service),
‘memuaskan’ (satisfactory), PO)]
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Figure 1
DOER-based System Architecture

1) Pre-processing
The reviews were initially pre-processed with additional word
normalization rules used to determine unhandled cases in the original
inaNLP library (Purwarianti et al., 2016). The procedure consists of
case-folding, word normalization, and tokenization. Normalization is
carried out to correct typos, errors, abbreviations and translate informal
words--often found in reviews-- to its formal form. For example, the
text “Hotelnya brsih, fasilitas lkp. Cuma resepsionisnya jutek banget”
is transformed into a list of tokens [“hotelnya” (the hotel), “bersih”
(clean), “,”, “fasilitas” (facilities), “lengkap” (complete), “.”, “cuma”
(but), “resepsionisnya” (the receptionist), “jutek” (stiff), “banget”
(very), “.”].
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Figure 2
Co-extraction Model Architecture for DOER-based system

2)

Text Representation

Each token on the list is transformed into its vector representation,
while the double embedding (Xu et al., 2018) technique is used to
JHQHUDWHWKHJHQHUDOSXUSRVHDQGGRPDLQVSHFL¿FHPEHGGLQJ7KHVH
differ according to whether they are trained by an in-domain corpus.
FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) is applied due to its ability to
use sub-word N-gram embedding to decipher out-of-vocabulary
words that often appear in the dataset. Padding is performed, thereby
enabling the mini-batch learning to be executed, and all reviews are set
WRDVSHFL¿HGPD[LPXPOHQJWK)RUH[DPSOHDVVXPLQJWKHVSHFL¿HG
length is n, any sentence shorter than it tends to be added to the dummy
tokens after the last one, thereby making it equal. However, those that
are lengthier are deducted and only take n initial tokens.
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The text representation module is used to convert pre-processed input
into a vector with a certain dimension. The commonly used ones are
DQGIRUJHQHUDOSXUSRVHDQGGRPDLQVSHFL¿FHPEHGGLQJDQG
then both are concatenated. For example, the results obtained from
the pre-processing module is a list of tokens, [“hotelnya” (the hotel),
“bersih” (clean), “,”, “fasilitas” (facility), “lengkap” (complete), “.”,
“cuma” (but), “resepsionisnya” (the receptionist), “jutek” (stiff),
“banget” (very), “.”], converted to a vector with a (400, max_
sentence_length) dimension.
3)

Model Training

The model is used to perform term extraction (both aspect and
RSLQLRQ WHUPV  DQG DVSHFW VHQWLPHQW FODVVL¿FDWLRQ 7KHVH DUH ERWK
viewed as sequence labelling tasks, which enable every token to have
2 labels, term and polarity tags. The term tags are labelled with IOB
QRWDWLRQDQGDUHGH¿QHGZLWKODEHOVQDPHO\%$63(&7 EHJLQQLQJ
of aspect term), I-ASPECT (inside of aspect term), B-SENTIMENT
(beginning of opinion term), I-SENTIMENT (inside of opinion
term), and O (other). On the contrary, the polarity tags are described
using 3 labels, namely PO (positive), NG (Negative), and O (other).
$ PRGL¿HG '2(5 PRGHO LV XVHG WR SUHGLFW HDFK WRNHQ¶V ODEHO LQ D
sequence. The difference is based on the aspect term extraction output
layer topology. It also involves 2 auxiliary tasks, namely Aspect Term
Length Enhancement (AuL) and Sentiment Lexicon Enhancement
(AuS) (Luo et al., 2019). The model hyperparameters are hidden
units for the RNN layers, cross share k, dropout rate, and the term
extraction output layer topology, which consists of 2 variations. This
involves using either a single or separate layer to predict aspect and
opinion terms. Meanwhile, Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) was used to
design and train the model.
4)

Final Output Generation

Labels generated by the model were further processed to obtain the
¿QDO RXWSXW FRPSULVLQJ DVSHFW DQG RSLQLRQ WHUPV DQG VHQWLPHQW
polarity in the review text. The aspect term acts as the boundary
for the polarity labels, and then the number of times each category
appeared within it is counted, and the one that appears most is selected.
+RZHYHU WKH ¿UVW ODEHO LV FKRVHQ DVVXPLQJ  RU PRUH ODEHOV KDYH
equal occurrences. Each aspect term–polarity pair then chooses the
closest opinion term, for example, the desired output for “hotelnya
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bersih, fasilitas lengkap. Cuma resepsionisnya jutek banget” (The
hotel is clean, the facilities are complete, however, the receptionist
is very stiff) is a list of triples [(hotelnya (the hotel), bersih (clean),
PO], (fasilitas (facilities), lengkap (complete), PO), (resepsionisnya
(the recepsionist), jutek banget (very stiff), NG)].
,PSURYHG6SDQEDVHG)UDPHZRUN
7KHRULJLQDO6SDQ0/7ZDVPRGL¿HGLQDFFRUGDQFHZLWKWKHIROORZLQJ
1) the relation scorer SDUW WKDW SHUIRUPV D PXOWLFODVV FODVVL¿FDWLRQ
ZDV XVHG WR FDWHJRUL]H HDFK VSDQ SDLU LQWR ^  א3RVLWLYH 1HJDWLYH
Null}. The positive, negative, and null classes mean that the span pair
is related positively, negatively, and the existence of no relationship
respectively, 2) apply the logits from term scorer instead of using the
new FFNN in relation scorer to rank and select the top k span that is
paired, and 3) the architecture of FFNN used in the relation scorer is
larger, in addition 2 hidden layers with sizes 512, and 256 were used.
This led to several assumptions on its implementation, namely: 1) The
span representation is the average sum of each token, and 2) The base
HQFRGHUZHLJKWLVXSGDWHGGXULQJWKH¿QHWXQLQJSDUW
The proposed system constitutes several modules, each of which were
explained in the next subsections. The overall procedure, including
the input and output in each module as well as the model architecture,
is shown in and Figure 3.
Table 3
Overall Span-Based System Process
Module
Input
7RNHQL]DWLRQ “Handuk warnanya putih
kehitaman”
(The towels are blackish
white)

Encoder

[3, 4414, 156, 321, 54,
8744, 4]

Output
Sub-word tokenization result:
[“[CLS]”, “Hand”, “##uk”,
“warnanya”, ”putih”,
“kehitaman”, “[SEP]”] Token
ids: [3, 4414, 156, 321, 54,
8744, 4]
Tensor with size (8, 768)
8 is the number of tokens

(continued)
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Module
Span
Generator

Input
Encoder output, tensor
with size (number_of_
tokens, 768)

Term scorer

Tensor with size
(num_of_spans, 768)

Relation
Scorer

Tensor with size
(num_of_spans, 768)

Output
Tensor with size (num_
of_spans, 768) Number of
generated spans affected
by max_span_length and
sentence length.
List of aspect and opinion
terms (“Handuk” (Towel),
Aspect) (“warnanya”
(colored), O) (“putih
kehitaman”
(blackish white), Sentiment)
List of opinion triplets
(“Handuk” (Towel), “putih
kehitaman” (blackish white),
Positive)

The span-based framework applied a similar pre-processing approach
as the DOER-based one. Additionally, the whitespace cleaning,
punctuation splitting, and word piece tokenization were leveraged from
the IndoBERT model because of its pre-trained tokenizer. Afterward,
it was processed by the base encoder, a pre-trained language model
(Wilie et al., 2020), to generate a context-aware representation of the
sentence. The span generator further process this to enumerate all
possible spans and return span representations. Finally, it becomes the
LQSXWRIWKHIUDPHZRUNFODVVL¿HUVQDPHO\WHUPDQGUHODWLRQVFRUHUV
7KHWHUPVFRUHUFODVVL¿HVHDFKVSDQDVDVSHFWDQGRSLQLRQWHUPVRU
neither of them (Zhao et al., 2020). Meanwhile, the relation scorer
FODVVL¿HVHDFKSDLUDVSRVLWLYHO\DQGQHJDWLYHO\UHODWHGRUQRWUHODWHG
Figure 3
Span-based Framework Architecture
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Experiment
7KH H[SHULPHQWDO JRDO LV WR GHWHUPLQH WKH EHVW FRQ¿JXUDWLRQV RI
hyperparameters for the co-extraction models. The analysis of the
DOER-based framework consists of 6 scenarios, and their various
goals are shown in Table 4. The model was developed using Adam
optimizer, batch size 16, and categorical cross-entropy as the loss
function. In addition, early stopping was adopted, with patience set to
DQGWKHQXPEHURIHSRFKVDW7KHGHIDXOWFRQ¿JXUDWLRQIRUPRGHO
K\SHUSDUDPHWHUVLVVLPLODUWRWKHFRQ¿JXUDWLRQGHVLJQHGE\/XRHWDO
 7KHLGHDOFRQ¿JXUDWLRQIRUHDFKVFHQDULRLVXVHGWRGHWHUPLQH
WKHEHVWFRQ¿JXUDWLRQ
Table 4
DOER-based Framework Experiment Scenarios
Experiment Id

Goal

D0

Find the best padding method

D1

Find the best RNN Cell type

D2

Find the best output layer topology for term extraction

D3

Find the best number of hidden units, number of cross
share k, and dropout rate.
Compare the performance between models that execute
AuL and those that do not perform AuL
Compare the performance between models that execute
AuS and those that do not perform AuS

D4
D5

Meanwhile, the span-based model experiment consists of 4 scenarios,
DQGWKHLUGLYHUVHJRDOVDUHVKRZQLQ7DEOH7KHGHIDXOWFRQ¿JXUDWLRQ
follows the settings designed by Zhao et al. (2020). Its details for the
controlled hyper-parameters are shown in Table 5. Additionally, the
FRQ¿JXUDWLRQXVHGIRUWKHSRVWDQGSUHWUDLQHGODQJXDJHPRGHOVDUH
shown in Table 5.
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Table 5
Span-based Framework Experiment Scenarios
Experiment Id
S0
S1
S2
S3

Goal
Find the best pre-trained language model
Find the best top k span percentage to be paired
)LQGWKHEHVWȜWȜU
Find the best maximum span length

Table 6
'HIDXOW &RQ¿JXUDWLRQ RI &RQWUROOHG +\SHUSDUDPHWHUV IRU 6SDQ
based Framework
No

Hyperparameter

Default value

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Batch size
Optimizer
Seed
Learning rate
Maximum sentence length
Term scorer’s number of hidden layers
Term scorer’s hidden layer size
Patience
Max epochs
Dropout rate
Relation scorer’s number of hidden layers
Relation scorer’s hidden layer sizes

8
1
42
2e-5
40 kata
1
512
5
200
0.10
2
512, 256

Evaluation
0RGHOVZLWKWKHEHVWFRQ¿JXUDWLRQDUHIXUWKHUHYDOXDWHGXVLQJWKHWHVW
data. Besides, model performance is compared with some previous
research on AiryRooms hotel reviews for extraction of aspects and
opinions. It was also compared to the CMLA + DE (Fernando et al.,
 DQG%(57EDVHIUDPHZRUNV¿QHWXQHGWRVHTXHQFHODEHOOLQJ
task and opinion triplet extraction, were analyzed. Evaluation for
aspect and opinion term extraction task was executed by comparing
the entity level F1-scores to the test data. The model was compared
with CMLA + DE (Fernando et al., 2019) to determine the best
FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ EDWFK VL]H ZDV VHW WR  GRXEOH HPEHGGLQJ IRU ZRUG
267
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embedding. Consequently, the number of hidden units, layer-coupled
attentions, tensors, and the dropout rate were set to 50, 2, 20, and
0.5 respectively. An example of the entity-level is shown in Table 7,
furthermore the evaluation for opinion triplet extraction is carried
out by measuring the model’s accuracy. A prediction is assumed to
be valid, supposing there are exact triplets in the ground truth. In
addition, the number of correct predictions is divided by the number
of expected triplets.
Table 7
Example of Evaluation of Entity-Level Term Extraction Performance
Label
ASPECT
SENTIMENT

TP
1
0

FP
1
0

FN
3
1

Precision
0.5
0

Recall
0.33
0

F1-score
0.4
0

Results and Discussion
The results of experiment D0 are shown in Table 8, with a postSDGGLQJSURFHVVDWD¿[HGOHQJWKVLPLODUWRWKHDYHUDJHUHYLHZWH[W
used gives a better performance compared to using post-padding to
the longest sentence length in the dataset. In this case, 95 percent of
the review text had less than 20 words, the longest was 114 words,
and 40 were selected as the maximum sentence length. Shorter
padding implies fewer data to process, which results in faster training.
Meanwhile, the results of experiment D1 are shown in Table 9.
Based on this, BiReGU achieved better results than other RNN cell
variations. This customized RNN cell, proposed by Luo et al. (2019),
LV VSHFL¿FDOO\ WDLORUHG IRU DVSHFWEDVHG VHQWLPHQW DQDO\VLV WDVNV
BiReGU architecture effectively enables information transfer to the
next layer (Luo et al., 2019).
Table 8
Result of Experiment D0
Padding-Method
Post-padding WRD¿[HGOHQJWK  WKDW
isn’t too far from average sentence length
Post-padding to longest sentence length in
dataset
268

Opinion Triplet
Extraction Accuracy
0.73
0.72
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Table 9
Result of Experiment D1
RNN cell type

Opinion Triplet Extraction Accuracy

BiGRU

0.61

BiLSTM

0.65

BiReGU

0.73

Based on Experiment D2, using the same dense layer for both aspect
and opinion term extraction is more effective compared to using
the separate ones for each of them. The model with a single output
layer categorizes tokens into 5 classes (‘B-ASPECT,’ ‘I-ASPECT,’
‘B-SENTIMENT,’ ‘I-SENTIMENT,’ ‘O’) achieved better accuracy,
as shown in Table 10. Several values related to the number of hidden
units, cross-shared-k, and dropout rate were tested in experiment D3.
+RZHYHUFRPELQDWLRQVZHUHWULHGDQGWKHEHVWFRQ¿JXUDWLRQIRU
these hyperparameters was 250, 5, and 0.5 for the number of hidden
units, cross-shared-k, and dropout rate, respectively. The 3 most ideal
ones are shown in Table 11.
Table 10
Result of Experiment D2
Term Extraction Output Layer
Topology
Same output layer for term extraction

Opinion Triplet Extraction
Accuracy
0.73

Separate output layer for term
extraction

0.72

Table 11
Result of Experiment D3
Hyperparameter
Hidden units dropout rate FURVVVKDUHN
250
0.5
5
250
0.5
1
300
0.25
5

Opinion Triplet
Extraction Accuracy
0.73
0.73
0.72
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Table 12 shows the results of D4, based on the experiment, the model
that performed AuL was less effective compared to the other one. This
result is inconsistent with Luo et al. (2019), although it needs to be
noted that a different task was performed, it did not execute opinion
term extraction and uses English dataset. However, this is indicates
predicting the average length of the aspect approach tends not to be
helpful for Indonesian dataset. Based on Experiment P5, a model that
performs AuS achieves better performance compared to the other
one. This is consistent with Luo et al. (2019), which was concluded
that predicting the subjectivity of each word correctly aids term and
polarity co-extraction. The F1-score of D5 is shown in Table 13.
Table 12
Result of Experiment D4
Model
0RGHOZLWK$X/
0RGHOZLWKRXW$X/

Opinion Triplet Extraction Accuracy
0.73
0.74

Table 13
Result of Experiment D5
Model

Opinion Triplet Extraction Accuracy

0RGHOZLWK$X6
0RGHOZLWKRXW$X6

0.74
0.71

Meanwhile, the span-based framework’s experiments result are shown
in Table 14, Table 15, Table 16, and Table 7. Experiment S0 shows that
WKHPDVNHGODQJXDJHPRGHOSRVWWUDLQLQJXVLQJGRPDLQVSHFL¿FGDWD
KHOSVDFKLHYHEHWWHUSHUIRUPDQFHZKHQLWLV¿QHWXQHGWRDVSHFWEDVHG
sentiment analysis tasks. Such process helps the framework to generate
better representation suited to the used domain. IndoBERT-IDPT
VLPSO\PHDQV,QGR%(57WKDWLVSRVWWUDLQHGWRWKHGRPDLQVSHFL¿F
dataset (IndoBERT in-domain post-training). Based on scenarios S1,
6DQG6LWLVREYLRXVWKDWWKRVHSDUDPHWHUVLQVLJQL¿FDQWO\DIIHFWHG
the model’s performance. However, there is a need to note that having
less k span candidates and a shorter max span length means less data
to compute and a faster training process.
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Table 14
Result of Experiment S0
Pre-trained Language Model

Opinion Triplet Extraction Accuracy

IndoBERT-base
IndoBERT-IDPT

0.46
0.55

Table 15
Result of Experiment S1
3DLUHG7RSNVSDQFDQGLGDWH¶VSHUFHQWDJH
0.2
0.3
0.4

Opinion Triplet Extraction
Accuracy
0.53
0.53
0.53

Table 16
Result of Experiment S2
Term scorer and Relation scorer
ZHLJKWUDWLR ȜWȜU)

Opinion Triplet Extraction
Accuracy

0.75
1
1.25

0.52
0.53
0.52

Table 17
Result of Experiment S3
Maximum span length

Opinion Triplet Extraction Accuracy

2
4
8

0.53
0.53
0.53

Evaluation and analysis
The results of the evaluated term and opinion triplet extraction are
shown in Table 18 and Table 19. GD and GS denote the outcome
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of the evaluated DOER and span-based models designed for this
research. FR and SL represent the evaluated model’s results designed
by Fernando et al. (2019) and the BERT-based framework that is
¿QHWXQHGWRVHTXHQFHODEHOOLQJWDVNV7KHVHUHVXOWVLQGLFDWHWKDWWKH
GD model achieved better performance compared to the baseline.
+RZHYHUWKH*6IUDPHZRUNZDVLQHIIHFWLYHGXHWRWKHPRGL¿FDWLRQV
and assumptions of the span-based model implementation. The GD
model mispredicted 942 words in the test data, and one of the cases
LQYROYLQJ PLVFODVVL¿FDWLRQ ZDV ZKHQ WKH DVSHFW DQG RSLQLRQ WHUPV
were excluded in the train or validation data. Meanwhile, 643 words
in the test data did not appear in the train or validation data, 129 of
these were part of the aspect term, while 183 were part of the opinion
term, and 331 were neither. The model failed to extract 45 and 96
aspect and opinion terms, respectively. For example, the model
failed to extract the opinion term “bekas ada spot” (dirty marks) and
“putih kehitaman” (blackish white) from the review text “Kamar
bersih tetapi sayang linen kotor, bekas ada spot, kamar mandi bau,
handuk sudah waktunya di ganti karena warnanya putih kehitaman,
ZL¿VXVDK VLQ\DODGDWHWDSLWLGDNPDXWHUKXEXQJ ´ (The room was
clean but, unfortunately, the linen had dirty marks, the towel needs
to be replaced sooner because of its color which was blackish white,
DGGLWLRQDOO\WKHZL¿ZDVGLI¿FXOWWRXVH VLJQDOIRXQGEXWXQDEOHWR
connect).
$QRWKHU FDVH RI PLVFODVVL¿FDWLRQ LQ WKH *' PRGHO RFFXUUHG ZKHQ
it incorrectly predicted a word that is often part of an opinion term.
For example, the model failed to extract the opinion term, “perlu
diperbaiki” (needs to be repaired) from the review text “yang perlu
GLSHUEDLNL LWX ZL¿ ODQWDL  VHULQJ GLVFRQQHFW -DGL VXND ODJ .DODX
Lagi main mobile legends;” ZL¿RQWKHQGÀRRUKDVWREHUHSODFHG
because it is often disconnected. Besides, it often lags when I am
playing mobile legends.” However, this issue is due to inconsistency
in the data labelling phase. In accordance with the opinion triplet
extraction task, the DOER-based model achieved better performances
compared to the span-based platform, irrespective of the fact that it
only adopted a heuristic approach to pair the aspect and opinion terms.
Since both proposed frameworks constrained the maximum sentence
length to 40, some extractions from longer texts were missing, such
cases frequently occurred in the span-based model because it uses
sub-word tokenization. The difference between the two frameworks
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is likely caused by the span-based model’s inability to generalize
properly, it is also prone to error in the data annotations. For instance,
in the test set, the review “Lumayan bagus, tempat dkat Malioboro,
harga hemat” means “It is quite good, affordable and located close
to Malioboro”, both “harga” and “hemat” are predicted as others.
This is because there is only one illustration in the train set with the
co-occurrence of ‘harga’ and ‘hemat’ and it was mislabeled as others.
Another issue in the GS model is the huge number of enumerated
spans and possible pairs between the spans.
Table 18
Evaluation of Term Extraction Results for Entity-Level
Label
ASPECT
SENTIMENT
Average

F1-score
GD

GS

FR

SL

0.89
0.90
0.90

0.74
0.76
0.75

0.87
0.88
0.87

0.87
0.88
0.87

Table 19
Evaluation of Opinion Triplet Extraction Results

Model
GD
GS

Accuracy
0.71
0.56

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The ABSA co-extraction approach was used to achieve better
performance on the term extraction task and able to do opinion
WULSOHW H[WUDFWLRQ 7KH WZR PRGL¿HG IUDPHZRUNV XVHG WR H[HFXWH
opinion triplet extraction, have exhibited decent performances. The
experiment results for aspect and opinion term extraction tasks show
the DOER framework’s effectivity, which outperforms sequence
labelling approaches designed by Fernando et al. (2019) and even the
¿QHWXQHG%(57PRGHO$OWKRXJKWKHSURSRVHGVSDQEDVHGPXOWLWDVN
framework doesn’t seemingly work like the one formulated by Zhao
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HWDO  ZKLFKZDVDIIHFWHGE\PRGL¿FDWLRQVDQGDVVXPSWLRQV
made by the present implementation.
For further research, there is a need to combine some components of
the two frameworks or try different base encoders with the span-based
model. The use of span representation with width representation and
span pair representation with distance representation which proposed
by Xu et al. (2021) might give better representation and leads to
better performance. A different approach might also leads to better
performance in opinion triplet extraction, for example using Graph
Neural Network (GNN) (Chen et al., 2021), using a generative text to
text model (Zhang et al., 2021), decomposing triplet extraction into
target tagging, opinion tagging and sentiment tagging (Chen et al.,
2022), or uses span-sharing joint extraction (Li et al., 2022) . The
importance of consistency in the data annotation process also needs to
be emphasized, such as the various aspects that needs to be marked,
DQGWKHVSHFL¿FLW\RIWKHDVSHFWV
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